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FML Specific Questions    

General UNUM (Incumbent) The Hartford Mutual of Omaha

How many clients do you currently have? 
941 As of January 1, 2023, we administer Leave Management programs for 709 clients with 3,080,276 enrolled lives.

Mutual of Omaha has been outsourcing FMLA administration to FMLA Source, Inc., a ComPsych Corporation company, since 2006. AbsencePro provides FMLA 
administration to over 5,000 customers, covering over 5.75 million employees. 

What is the average size of your clients?
Unum serves a range of clients whose size varies from 50 to 130,000 lives and higher. For 2021, the average FML/Leave Management case size was 4,359 lives.

FMLA Source’s average size of client is 1,150 employees. We have over 5,000 customers and serve over 5.75 million employees. MoO / AbsencePro BoB:  We have 
approximately 750 customers and serve roughly 500,000 employees.

How big is your largest client? ~130000 As of 03/31/20223, the largest active FML / Leave Management case had 439,740 Lives. 85,000 employees

Do you have a centralized leave portal? Explain.

Yes, the web portal provides employees with the following digital experience:
• Self-guided planning tool allows employees to see which benefits are available, along with their different options for paid and unpaid leave
• Digital interface gathers basic information, answers questions, updates leave status
• Provides education support to enhance understanding of leave benefits and helps smoothly navigate return to work
• Visually presents details of employees’ plans, policies, and the regulations in their jurisdictions
• Flexible multi-channel communication across computer, mobile, text, and email
• Connects employee to live support where needed
• See and send messages and notifications to and from our leave representatives
• Take a phone picture to upload and send documentation supporting the claim or request
• Get benefit payments with integrated electronic payment, or by check or direct deposit
• View remaining leave entitlements, and add additional intermittent absences
• Get text and email notifications to stay up to date, based on preferences

Employer Portal – The Hartford’s1 Ability Advantage
A secure, password-protected website that delivers industry-leading plan, claim and absence administration with state-of-the-art technology. 

We continually work to enhance the site’s capabilities, making it more responsive to your needs. Currently, our self-service employer portal provides these services:
•Electronic Billing:
‒Access invoices online without receiving paper bills
‒Print invoices
‒Access previous billing statements
‒Pay premiums online via ACH transfer with your company’s financial institution (optional)
‒Set up automatic recurring payments (available to list billed groups)
‒Subscribe to billing email alerts
•Reports:
‒Custom on demand reporting using integrated claim and absence data
‒Run status and activity reports by coverage, policy numbers/loss units and date ranges
‒Get results in Excel or PDF formats
�Note: for Critical Illness, Accident and Hospital Indemnity coverages, a PDF only format is available 
‒Select from a wide range of integrated Absence Management and Leave Management reports 
‒View program dashboards on the landing page that include executive summaries of program trends (for our Absence Management customers) 
•Medical Underwriting:
‒Find real-time information on an employee’s underwriting status by name or Social Security Number
‒Obtain medical underwriting status reports
•Claims: 
‒Start a life claim online  
‒View educational claim videos on how to file an STD claim, LTD claim or Leave  

Yes- Employees can access our staff of FMLA specialists—including HR professionals and health care providers—via the AbsencePro dedicated toll-free phone and email. 
They can also use our 24-hour interactive voice response telephone system to report time and check claim status. And they can access leave information at 
absencepro.absencemgmt.com, our portal of FMLA leave information for employees and their supervisors.  Leave balances are  available to employees and employers 
on the web portal and app. Leave balances are also available in our standard reporting sent to program managers. 

Does your portal integrate with other lines (i.e. STD, LTD, Life)?

Unum Total Leave offering brings all an employer’s absence management programs and short-term disability benefits together in one place while providing a digital-first 
experience to employees to understand and access their leave benefits.

Yes. Our rules-based Leave Management system captures, tracks and reports individual leave data applicable to leaves taken under the federal FMLA, state leave laws, and company-specific leave 
policies. 

Our Disability Claim system is integrated with our Leave Management system. Information related to the STD claim status is automatically fed to the Leave Management system which ensures that the 
absence associated with the Disability claim can be initiated. If the employee is eligible for federal or state FML leave, the leave is approved based on the STD claim approval. 

Yes, FMLA/state leave and STD information is included in the AbsencePro portal.  We also offer integrated leave/DI reporting

Do you have a limit on how many company leaves can you administer?  

Through our Leave Management program, we provide compliance with and administration of federal and state leave laws, including but not limited to, state family, 
medical and related laws and leaves for the following reasons: organ donation, bone marrow donation, blood donation, school visits, victims of domestic violence, family 
medical, pregnancy leaves, family military, adoption. This includes leave administration for all unpaid state leave laws which represents more than 125 different state 
leave laws. Administration of paid leaves or corporate/personal leave may be available for an additional fee.

The Hartford offers a Leave Management program that integrates with our Disability program. Our Leave Management services provide consultative, personalized support which makes leave 
management easier for both the client and its employees. We administer a wide range of federal, state and employer-specific leaves. 
 
Common leaves we administer include: 
•Federal FML, including military leave provisions
•State leave laws (i.e., domestic violence, military, school activities leaves and more)
•Concurrent tracking of FML with STD and Workers’ Compensation claims
•Company sponsored leaves can be administered (i.e. parental leave and medical leave) or tracked as discretionary (i.e., personal leaves, jury duty, sabbaticals and more

No

How many company leaves are included in the current proposed pricing?

 FMLA - There are over 220 State, federal and municipal leaves that are being managed under Unum's Leave program. Depending on the case size, we can agree to add a limited number of discretionary employer-specific leaves. Prior to agreeing, we ask to review your company-sponsored leave policies in order to 
determine if we can administer as written. 

Please note: 
1.We do not collect any supporting data/documents as part of the discretionary leaves
2.Our services currently exclude tracking of paid time off, vacation or other incidental absences

AbsencePro’ s delivers a comprehensive solution for tracking FMLA, state-specific family leaves, ADA, and other optional leave tracking (i.e. personal, general medical, 
bereavement, jury duty, other company-specific leaves of absence, etc.). In addition to military leave for qualifying exigency as provided by the National Defense 
Authorization Act, AbsencePro also supports leaves for authorized military personnel, as defined by the Uniformed Service Employment and Reemployment Rights Act 
(USERRA). These leaves are administered as part of our standard offering at no additional cost.  Company leaves are available for an additional fee

What's the process in making changes (i.e...adding a new company leave or changing a company leave)?

For FMLA services, fees and charges are guaranteed until the expiration of the rate guarantee period except that Unum reserves the right to reprice, in the event that:   
• actual incidence deviates from the expected level by plus or minus 10% on an annual basis;  
• administrative fees are changed.

You should direct any notification/request for change to your assigned Client Relationship Manager. Together you can coordinate the change(s) in a mutually agreed-upon timeframe. If any change may 
impact rates you will be notified in advance. Duravant's designated account manager can assist with any changes to FMLA processes and/or adding additional company leaves.

Do you monitor/track updated state leaves and regulations to help ensure clients are compliant? 

Yes. Unum has a dedicated in-house legal team that regularly monitors changes in federal and state leave regulations, as well as court cases and their 
processing/compliance impacts. All changes are updated on a real-time basis in Unum’s leave management system. We advise the client of any change that may impact 
compliance prior to implementation.

In addition, Unum provides two electronic resources specifically designed for our customers who have Total Leave. The legal newsletter includes quarterly updates on 
new and existing federal and state leave law legislation, relevant case law analysis, and services we provide. The podcast, HR Trends, features interviews with leading 
experts in the field of Human Resources on the topic of leave and regulatory compliance around FMLA.  

We are constantly monitoring changes in leave laws and making updates to our practices. You’ll receive communications about these changes through postings, emails and newsletters. You’re still 
responsible for the compliance of your leave program.

We’ll notify you of any changes that materially alter our leave-related processes or communications. 
Yes. We have the capability to administer all state FMLA plans whose statutes exceed federal statutes. AbsencePro tracks and records regulations for all 50 states. We 
receive automatic update notices and then load the new data into our system, which is available to all staff. Changes to the regulations—whether state, federal, or 
employer—are presented at each decision point to accurately track any concurrent time against the employee’s entitlement.

Communications & Reporting

If desired, how flexible are you with adding   specific communication material to associates’ approval letters (i.e., LOA Checklist and LOA 
FAQ’s)?

Premier
Yes, the client may provide company documents for inclusion with Unum’s leave materials.

Yes. We can include a one-page customer-specific insert with each initial leave package that is sent to an employee who reports a leave. We are willing to customize leave letters defining employer specific provisions. Our notification protocol is both dynamic and flexible. Duravant can customize which 
letters they want to see and who should receive copies. We will review and customize leave letters, medical certification forms and other correspondence to reflect 
company policies. In addition, we provide HR with copies of all employee correspondence at the same time, and sometimes before, the employee receives them. Email 
notifications and website access are controlled through the eligibility file.

Do you allow customization to employee facing letters?

Premier
Unum can include topic-specific form inserts and employer specific policies and processes regarding leaves and other company programs, etc. through the 
Communications Bundle: Attachments. This can be selected at time of quote or during implementation. We evaluate additional communication needs, applicable 
employee population and how Unum can assist in the distribution of this information during the implementation phase.

Our leave letters are consistently reviewed by copywriters, compliance and subject matter experts to ensure best-in-class standards are upheld. These letters contain the information your employees 
need – including your paid time off policy and where to remit premium payment – and should not require customization.

We do have the ability to include a one-page customer-specific insert with each initial leave package that is sent to an employee who reports a leave. 

We do not provide multi-lingual communications; however, we can translate letters to an employee regarding their leave status at no cost.

Yes, as noted above we do allow customization of employee facing letters.

Can you allow Duravant's Benefits Department easy access to associates’ approval or denial letters? Yes

Confirmed. All leave decisions are automatically sent out upon determination and within one business day. Once a leave determination is made, we notify the employee via U.S. Mail and automatically 
“push” an email to a pre-determined Human Resource or Supervisor contact to provide notification of leave status. Human Resource contacts can also check leave status via reports and real time inquiry 
on our employer website. 

Our notification protocol is both dynamic and flexible. Duravant can customize which letters they want to see and who should receive copies. We will review and 
customize leave letters, medical certification forms and other correspondence to reflect company policies. In addition, we provide HR with copies of all employee 
correspondence at the same time, and sometimes before, the employee receives them. Email notifications and website access are controlled through the eligibility file.

Can you provide a sample of your leave reports? See sample report package Please refer to the sample Leave Report included in the samples section of the RFP response. Attached

Do you provide ad-hoc reporting?

Our system can segment claim and leave data in a variety of formats, and reports can be downloaded into Microsoft Excel, allowing virtually unlimited sorting and 
filtering capabilities. Reports are very flexible--any format, data element, or calculation can be programmed into them.  Plus, specialized reports are developed from 
customer input, then programmed into the customer’s report library online where HR managers can easily share information right from their desktops.

Yes. We can provide customized Leave Management reporting. We are capable of mapping data from the eligibility feed into reports available on our employer website. The data is provided in an Excel 
format for output that can be modified by the user.

Customization beyond our standard offering for claim processes, reporting, design and building is billed at $250 per hour. 
Because our management information systems are flexible, we can make ad hoc reports available as needed, generally at no additional cost.  Ad hoc reporting is also 
available on the AbsencePro website.

How long do you keep data in your system to be viewed (i.e.. approval/denial letters)?

Employers are the owners of all FMLA records. For the employer’s convenience, records are also available electronically through our standard reporting feed. We maintain all insurance records consistent with applicable state and federal requirements, including ERISA.

Paper claim files are:
AbsencePro maintains current data and data for the past two years in a live archive and data for the past seven years in an archived database.

Can you offer bi-lingual (i.e., Spanish, Polish) communications?

Yes. We produce a variety of standard enrollment communications materials in Spanish for our Voluntary Benefits, Group Life and Group Disability products. Yes. Standard employee education materials are available in English, Spanish and Chinese for all products. Some marketing materials can be customized and translated, but there is a fee for creation and 
printing. We employ Spanish-speaking FMLA specialists, and our forms and communication materials, and website are available in Spanish, Vietnamese, Polish and French. In 

addition, we offer translation capabilities for more than 250 languages and maintain a 24-hour toll-free TDD line for hearing-impaired members. 

Can we offer limited visibility for HR Partners, if desired?

Unum’s online standard reports can be designed to capture a client’s structure. Claim and leave reports can be run at a company level or division level, depending on how 
the policy is set up. Each divisional user is provided with a unique ID. Access can be limited by the type of reports they have been authorized to run, and by location (e.g., 
division).

Yes. The Hartford’s Ability Advantage system provides an HR administrator portal as well as a mobile-first claimant portal designed for optimal consumer usability. Both portals draw their data from the 
same data system. Our employer portal was developed for HR administrators. You have the option to grant different levels of access for your managers. Yes, we offer significant flexibility with what information is displayed on the website including letters, copies of the certifications, report functionality, leave time balances, 

the ability to 'work on behalf of' employees, among other items.

What is your "standard" method to communicate with employees?

The employee is able to choose how they would like Unum to communicate with them. They have the option of email, text, telephone, or the U.S. mail. We now give claimants access to their benefits information in more ways than ever before. Our email alerts can be accessed via both mobile and desktop. These proactive communications help 
claimants by providing key updates and reminders for the following scenarios:

Claim Acknowledgement

Communication with the employee is done via e-mail and letter, according to their preference. Email notification is sent to the manager and HR contact identified in the 
client's data feed.  Regarding calls: We record calls for quality and training purposes and retain the audio portion of the call for one year and the screen capture portion of 
a call for 30 days. 

Can communications occur with associates via text or app?

Flexible multi-channel communication across computer, mobile, text, and email is available. Automated text alerts are available to customers with Disability and Absence Management claims and Leave events, consisting of: 
•Status and payment push alerts (through text or email).
•Responsive communication via text to confirm employees’ return-to-work dates. Yes, our mobile app is available for both Android and Apple devices.

Claims Process
Where is your claims center? Some team members are located on our Portland, ME and Chattanooga, TN campuses, while others work remotely. The Hartford provides leave and disability claim services through a national center of excellence, providing product specific expertise based on the benefits you have chosen in your portfolio.  This AbsencePro will administer the account from our Chicago headquarters.

How do you manage intermittent leaves process?

Employees can report intermittent leave of absence via live chat, web portal, or telephone. Total Leave can track intermittent time reported by the employee in 
increments of weeks, hours or minutes at a time. The certification process for intermittent leave is the same as for other leaves of absence, and we respond by providing 
a written notice (Eligibility Notice) outlining eligibility, designation, requirements for certification and the employee’s rights and responsibilities.

Intermittent time is reported by the employee or employer designated contact(s).

When an employee reports an intermittent leave, our Intake analysts gather important information including: 
•Verification of all personal information provided on the eligibility file, e.g. address, date of hire, supervisor name, etc.;
•Dates of absences if they have already missed work time; and
•Reason for the leave. If the leave is to care for a family member, we document the family member’s name and relationship to employee. If the intermittent leave is requested for child bonding, we 
check to ensure that this is allowed under the employer’s leave policy. 

Our Intake analyst explains the employee’s role and expectations in the Leave process. The Intake analyst:
•Advises the employee rights and responsibilities are provided with the preliminary designation letter which is sent to the employee within 5 days of their request.  
•Will briefly explain the initial steps of the leave process including the 15 day deadline to return the necessary Certificate of Health Care Provider (CHCP) form. 
•Explains to the employee the standard reporting guidelines for unforeseen absences is “same day or next business day”. Employers have the discretion to provide a different guideline particularly to 
align with their own internal reporting policy.

Once the completed CHCP form is returned to The Hartford, our leave management analysts review the information to be sure it is sufficient and approves the intermittent absence based on the 
information provided. The leave analyst will determine if clarification (or authentication) of the CHCP is needed in order to make a determination.

Once approved, all reported intermittent absences are closely monitored for any variation to the approved leave frequency and duration provided on the certification. When recertifying a leave due to a 
pattern of absence or significantly exceeded frequency and duration, the analyst sends a request to recertify including a new CHCP to be completed by the healthcare provider. We may also request to 
clarify information returned to us as part of the recertification. 

In addition to the leave analysts’ regular review of leave usage, the system alerts the analysts to evaluate potential patterns of absence, patterns of exceeded frequency and duration, and other 
indicators that the certification on file may no longer be valid. These alerts are triggered by customer's settings we configure behind the scenes in our system. 

AbsencePro is especially successful at reducing intermittent leave. We closely manage intermittent leaves, which must be carefully tracked to avoid overuse of the 
benefit. We record and track all absences in our automated system down to the smallest interval our customer’s time-keeping systems allow. We regularly communicate 
with the appropriate managers to reconcile absence data. AbsencePro specialists track frequency and absence patterns with intermittent leaves to identify leaves that 
may vary from providers’ responses on the medical certification forms. If a change in pattern or frequency is identified, recertification is requested through contact with 
the employee. An FMLA-approved claim must be re-certified at a minimum on an annual basis. Should the client wish more frequent certification or to customize this 
process, AbsencePro will administer re-certifications on a company policy basis. Over a three-year period, AbsencePro was able to reduce the length of intermittent leave 
an average of 36.2% for our customers. For example, a health care facility with 2,500 employees was experiencing an inordinate amount of intermittent leave, which can 
be especially disruptive in health care staffing. Total hours of FMLA absences also were a problem, and administration of FMLA had become costly. By tightening FMLA 
processes and requiring more consistent documentation of leave from employees and medical providers, AbsencePro reduced the amount of intermittent leave from 61 
percent to 38 percent.

What’s your process for re-certifying FMLA?

The specialist evaluates the certification and number of recorded absences, while also looking for patterns of absences during an intermittent leave. If the frequency of 
leave exceeds what was certified by the physician or if a pattern of absence is detected (e.g., every Friday), the specialist may request a review by a nurse case manager. 
The specialist then uses the clinical information and any customer-specific instructions to determine next steps. This could include recertification of the leave which will list 
the specific absences in question and require the physician to determine if the absences are appropriate. Recertification would also be requested if there was reason to 
doubt the validity of the original certification or the duration previously certified had expired.

Once approved, all reported intermittent absences are closely monitored for any variation to the approved leave frequency and duration provided on the certification. When recertifying a leave due to a 
pattern of absence or significantly exceeded frequency and duration, the analyst sends a request to recertify including a new CHCP to be completed by the healthcare provider. We may also request to 
clarify information returned to us as part of the recertification. 

In addition to the leave analysts’ regular review of leave usage, the system alerts the analysts to evaluate potential patterns of absence, patterns of exceeded frequency and duration, and other 
indicators that the certification on file may no longer be valid. These alerts are triggered by customer's settings we configure behind the scenes in our system. 

An FMLA-approved claim must be re-certified, at a minimum, on an annual basis. Should Duravant wish more frequent certification, AbsencePro will administer re-
certifications on a company-policy basis. FMLA specialists contact the employee in writing to request recertification.

Do you have claims reps to accommodate all time zones?

Our employee portal is available 24/7 and provides for instant access to planning, education and intake of their absence.  In the portal, they can view their STD disability 
claim and leave status, update information, upload documentation related to their claim/leave, electronically sign an authorization, and view correspondence regarding 
their open claim/leave. In addition, our employee portal provides multiple channels to connect with a Unum resource, including web, mobile, email, and text. It also allows 
the employees to contact live support during normal business hours and to schedule a call back from one of our resources all within the always available portal.

Disability/Leave
Our Disability and Leave Customer Care Center’s hours of operation are Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Eastern Time 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Central Time 5:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Pacific Time.

For most calls coming into our Disability and Leave Customer Care Centers, if the current wait time exceeds a certain threshold, callback messaging will play. The caller may choose to use the callback 
feature or continue to wait. If they choose a callback, when a representative becomes available the caller’s phone will ring back to them with a representative on the line ready to assist.

Employees can access our staff of FMLA specialists via the AbsencePro dedicated toll-free phone number Monday through Friday, from 7:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. CST. They 
can also use our 24-hour interactive voice response telephone system to report time and check claim status. 

Is there a single intake for STD and FML claims?

Yes. Yes. The Hartford's STD/Leave Management claim intake process is telephonic for both the employee and employer. The process is as follows:
•The employee calls to report the claim.
•The Customer Care Nurse captures information and explains the claim process, letting the employee know this is the filing for both the STD claim and the FML leave event.
•The Customer Care Nurse contacts the attending physician when additional medical information is needed to process the claim. In these cases, we do not require a Certified Health Care Provider (CHCP) 
form as we are leveraging the medical information obtained for the STD claim. If the claim meets the criteria for the expedited claims process, a clinical recommendation is made and both the STD claim 
and leave event is referred to a claim analyst for an immediate determination.
•Routine maternity and early notice surgery claims are initiated with our Intake Analysts.
•For all non-expedited STD and Leave Management claims, the Absence Analyst will make a call out to the claimant within one day of claim intake to set expectations about next steps for the claim.
•Along with the set-up of the disability claim, a leave is automatically established in the same claim system. This will include the Eligibility Rights & Responsibility notifications that are sent to the 
employee. Eligibility is then established for FMLA and applicable state and employer-sponsored leaves. This concurrent STD and Leave connection continues with the disability claim and the medical 
obtained on the disability claim is leveraged for the serious health condition determination on leave event. 
•When the employee calls in a leave claim that is not associated with an active disability claim, the employee is routed to a leave management analyst who performs the intake and administers the 
requested leaves.
•The leave management analyst mails the employee a Duravant, LLC specific packet that includes a cover letter, a Notice of FMLA Eligibility and Rights & Responsibilities and a CHCP form, as applicable.
•In all instances, the designated contact at Duravant, LLC receives an email to inform him/her of the leave status and to obtain any additional information needed to administer the Leave Management 
program, if required. 

If a new STD or Leave claim is filed via our on-line web portal, the claim information is automatically fed into the claim system, a claim number is created and the claim is auto assigned to the Ability 
Analyst.

FMLA and STD decisions are made independently but information is collected through a single intake process. When an employer uses AbsencePro to administer its 
leave policy under FMLA, its employees will enjoy clear communication and regular contact from our team of FMLA specialists. The process for each employee is as 
follows:

An employee or a supervisor can call, email or use our website to open a claim. During the initial conversation, our FMLA specialist will verify the employee's information 
and eligibility.
Within 30 minutes of the initial conversation, the FMLA specialist will email an initial request packet to the primary contacts. The contacts are designated in the eligibility 
file for that employee. This packet contains an initial request letter, medical certification forms, a policy designation form, and a copy of FMLA rights. The FMLA specialist 
will also offer an emailed or faxed copy of this information to the employee.
On the next business day, the FMLA specialist will mail the initial request packet to the employee.
Upon receipt of the medical certification forms, the employee will have 15 calendar days to work with the attending physician to certify the medical need for leave and 
return the forms to AbsencePro.
If an employee does not complete the medical certification paperwork within 15 calendar days, AbsencePro will deny the claim and mail a letter stating the reason for the 
denial. The employee then has an additional seven days to return the corrected/completed medical certification.
When an employee completes the medical certification paperwork and returns it to AbsencePro, our FMLA specialists review the medical certification and make a 
decision within two business days.
If AbsencePro approves the claim, we will mail an approval letter to the employee. This letter will indicate the timeframe-including start and end dates if continuous, or 
estimated frequency of absences if intermittent-of the leave. We will also email the approval letter and timeframe to the primary contact.
If the employee is approved for intermittent leave, the employee will contact his or her supervisor and AbsencePro during intermittent absences. If the employee is 
approved for continuous leave, the employee needs to inform AbsencePro and his or her supervisor only if the leave term needs to be extended.
AbsencePro will mail a letter to the employee about two weeks before the end of the term, reminding him or her of the return to work date. The employer’s HR will then 
handle the return-to-work process for the employee.  If an employee requests a continuous medical leave of absence for a personal health condition, he or she may also 
be eligible for disability. In that case, AbsencePro gathers the disability information during intake and transmits the information to Mutual of Omaha so that they can 
begin processing of the disability claim.  We coordinate the leave of absence and disability leave to run concurrently, if possible.

How many companies does one case manager manage?

The number of companies a case manager would work with is based on number and complexity of the leaves managed. Our Leave Even Specialists manage an average 
of 81 open claims.

The Hartford’s standard process is to request recertification every 12 months for conditions that are considered lifelong. Recertification will also be requested if absence exceed the frequency and 
duration, if there is a noticeable pattern or absences, or if information has been received that raises questions about the certificates continued validity. 

We review and consider each instance of an intermittent absence on its own merit and based on the facts and circumstances of each such absence. We analyze the reported absence event against the 
medical certification on file to determine if it is supported based on the parameters the provider has indicated, or otherwise, if recertification might be necessary. The FMLA regulations indicate that the 
circumstances described in the current certification must have changed significantly in order to seek recertification in less than 30 days (unless the incident falls into one of the other events that would 
allow for recertification).

N/A to our proposed model.

Can associates submit leave request via online or phone only?

Using natural language communications, the employee may submit or plan for an upcoming leave using our web, chat, or phone call. The web interaction featuring our 
portal uses a series of easy-to-follow questions which guide the employee. Responses provided by the employee may be viewed by our specialists if the communication 
continues via chat or phone call.

Yes. If a new STD or Leave claim is filed via our on-line web portal, the claim information is automatically fed into the claim system, a claim number is created and the claim is auto assigned to the Ability 
Analyst

All employees will initiate their FMLA and disability leave by contacting AbsencePro through a toll-free number or through the website. Intake can be done via phone, 
mail, fax, website or mobile app. 

Do you have bi-lingual capabilities?
Yes. Our Contact Center can serve customers in any language via our vendor partnership with Voiance. This service allows for real time translation via conference call 
with the Customer Benefit Advisor and the customer.

Our Language Line offers verbal translation services for claimants who may speak languages other than English. Conduent offers nearly 200 languages with their translation services. These languages 
include, but are not limited, to the following:

We employ Spanish-speaking FMLA specialists, and our forms and communication materials are available in Spanish, Vietnamese, Polish and French. In addition, we 
offer translation capabilities for more than 250 languages and maintain a 24-hour toll-free TDD line for hearing-impaired members. 

Can your portal offer bi-lingual (i.e...Spanish) capabilities? Yes. The Hartford’s Ability Advantage claim system can note the claimant’s primary language. Yes, the website is available in Spanish.
Customer Service

What are the hours of operation for your claims center/customer service?
Our Total Leave Contact Center’s hours of operation are Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. (ET) for live chat via the portal or calls related to claims/benefits, 
billing, policy administration and coverage questions.

Our Disability and Leave Customer Care Center’s hours of operation are Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Eastern Time 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m, Central Time and 5:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. Pacific Time. Monday through Friday, from 7:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. CST. 

What is your turnaround time to return missed calls and inquires?  

Unum maintains high customer service standards. All calls received before 3:00 p.m. ET are returned by the assigned specialist that same day. If a phone call is received 
after 3:00pm ET, the call will be returned at the latest by 10:00 a.m. ET, the next business day. We attempt to maintain the same standards with emails.  However, there 
are certain aspects of a claim file that cannot be discussed via email. In that case, our specialists will attempt to reach out by phone to the benefit administrator.

Returned Calls and Inquiries 
Our standards below are our business practices not a tracked measurement.

We respond to all telephone and email inquiries within one business day. Calls or emails received before 2:00 p.m. are responded to the same day and calls or emails received after 2:00 p.m. are 
returned the next business day. We are able to resolve the vast majority of telephone inquiries on the first call.

Our standard is to respond to written inquiries within five business days.

Our customer experience team is available 14 hours a day for live support.  Voicemails outside the live hours are returned the next business day.

What is the turnaround time to determine leave eligibility once all leave docs are submitted?  

Within two business days of the request, a response package is provided to the employee. This package can be obtained real-time via the Unum web portal if the 
employee opts for electronic correspondence.

The Hartford makes FMLA decisions within five business days of receipt of all certifying documents, as required by the regulations. The 2021 actual percentage for FMLA determinations made within 
five business days of receipt of all certifying documentation was 93.17%. The 2021 percentage for FMLA initial eligibility packets sent within 5 business days of the leave call in date was 97.14%.

Eligibility determinations are made immediately as this information comes over on the eligibility file.  AbsencePro measures FMLA claim turnaround from the date we 
receive the medical certification. We provide FMLA approvals and denials within 48 hours of receipt of the medical certification form. While we process the majority of 
leave requests within one business day, 100% of leave requests are processed within 5 business days (per federal law), including a conditional approval and notification of 
rights.

What is the turnaround time to determine disability eligibility once all leave docs are submitted? 

Our turnaround standard for a completed claim is 5 days. With Total Leave’s digital first claims submission, our process is easier for employers and employees since there 
are no paper forms to complete and mail/fax. Employees can directly report information to Unum, and the employer section of the claim information is provided via an 
eligibility file feed.

The Hartford makes FMLA decisions within five business days of receipt of all certifying documents, as required by the regulations. The 2021 actual percentage for FMLA determinations made within 
five business days of receipt of all certifying documentation was 93.17%. The 2021 percentage for FMLA initial eligibility packets sent within 5 business days of the leave call in date was 97.14%. An initial determination to approve, pend or deny the claim, will be made within 5 business days or less following receipt.  If the claim is pended, a call is made to the 

Employee to advise of the information we are requesting along with a written letter of explanation. 

Do you have the ability to provide a dedicated 800# for the client?

Yes We will provide a shared toll-free claim telephone number for Duravant, LLC.

We may provide a customer-specific claim telephone number for Duravant, LLC, as needed. Yes

Are call notes for each conversation available to view? 

Key claim activities (transactions) will be available to the employer through our Unum Insights online reporting tool.

Employees will also be able to view this information when they log on to Unum.com for claim status information.

Once claim notes are entered into our system, they’re immediately available to all staff tied to claim management, including Customer Care Representatives. 

Employers can view high-level claim note information on our portal. This includes claim activity timelines, key milestone dates and status.

For self-insured (ASO) service arrangements, we allow access to claim notes. Release of sensitive medical information will still require an authorization from the claimant, but standard information is 
included.

For third party access requests via our employer portal, we require a signed confidentiality, Info Sharing agreement and hold harmless agreement.

Please note: Under any circumstance, we would require a release to share any employee diagnostic data for a sensitive condition (e.g., mental health, substance abuse, HIV or other communicable 
diseases) with you or your third party vendor.

We record calls for quality and training purposes and retain the audio portion of the call for one year and the screen capture portion of a call for 30 days. We can enable 
notes on our website as well.

Integrations

Describe your preferred integration method (i.e...EDI, API)

We have a variety of API and file feed connections with leading benefits admin/HRIS providers for eligibility and ongoing administration. For ease of data exchange, 
Unum supports LIMRA standards for file feed and API including plan design, bilateral EOI, and enrollment.

For all coverages, our preferred method is our Hartford Standard File, which is a delimited file format. We can accept a flat positional file as well with the same layout. File transmission occurs via SFTP 
upload. For the standard eligibility file formats, once the initial setup is complete, our system scans for an updated file every 1.5 hours. A group can provide an update as frequently as desired, but at a 
minimum, monthly updates are required.

Initial and subsequent enrollment files will be full files.

During the implementation process we will discuss how to leverage your available files and use these whenever possible. 

We work with all major payroll and HRIS vendors. Each client will send us ongoing eligibility information via an EDI.  Typically, AbsencePro provides a Standard Data 
Extract, which provides detailed, employee-specific absence data. The Standard Data Extract can be used to update Duravant's HRIS and payroll systems, and will aid 
Duravant in tracking time and attendance. This extract can be generated on a daily, weekly or monthly basis to meet Duravant’s program needs. We can also integrate 
with Duravant’s HRIS system to report use of absences, run ATP reports or receive and verify updates. We are willing to customize leave letters defining employer specific 
provisions. 

Provide a sample of your eligibility file layout. As an enforce customer, the eligibility file layout currently used would remain in place. Please refer to the sample Eligibility File Layout we have attached in the samples section of the RFP response See attached

Please note if you have any special electronic EOI integration currently in place.

Employees can complete EOI online at time of enrollment. Our electronic EOI tells 85% of customers immediately after submission Accept/reject. 15% of EOIs are 
pended for an underwriter to review. *We usually see this happen if an employee is receiving treatment for something or taking multiple medications.

We offer online EOI capabilities and will work with your benefits administration team to develop a solution that meets your needs. 

Online Solutions: 
When applicants submit their EOI electronically, they receive a real time final decision indicating approval or declination; or if additional information is needed, pending status. The available options for 
electronic submission are: 
•Hyperlink from the employer’s enrollment site (SSO):
‒URL link to The Hartford’s EOI site is imbedded on the employer’s enrollment platform
�Following enrollment, if EOI is needed, from the enrollment platform the applicant is bridged directly to our online EOI site to complete EOI questions.
•Direct file transfer:
‒We send the employee a link to the EOI site and instructions for secure sign-on to complete EOI questions.
•Directly from The Hartford’s online enrollment site: 
‒When Duravant, LLC uses our online enrollment site, employees and dependents requiring EOI will automatically be prompted to complete EOI questions as part of their online experience. 
•Hyperlink to Electronic PHA 
‒We send the employee a link to the Electronic PHA site and for completion of EOI questions. Decision letters provided via mail only. 

Evidence of Insurability can be completed via paper, electronic eAPP or completed and submitted online at http://www.mutualofomaha.com/eoi.  

What other integrations do you have in place with HRIS systems?

Unum offers various secure data exchange solutions to meet the enrollment, eligibility, and administrative needs of our clients and technology partners, including benefits 
administration, HRIS and payroll providers.

The Hartford has adopted the LIMRA LDex standards which includes eligibility ADI.  We are in production with Selerix and will be implementing with Plansource and ADP which is anticipated to be 
completed Q3.  In addition, we are in development with case level information being pushed from The Hartford to the platform.  The Hartford will be working with ADP Workforce Now and anticipated 
production during Q1 of 2023. 

Currently The Hartford has Single Sign On connectivity with the following platforms: 
•PeopleSoft / Oracle
•ADP National Platforms

We work with all major payroll and HRIS vendors. Typically, AbsencePro provides a Standard Data Extract, which provides detailed, employee-specific absence data. The 
Standard Data Extract can be used to update Duravant's HRIS and payroll systems, and will aid Duravant in tracking time and attendance. This extract can be generated 
on a daily, weekly or monthly basis to meet Duravant's program needs. We can also integrate with Duravant's HRIS system to report use of absences, run ATP reports or 
receive and verify updates. We are willing to customize leave letters defining employer specific provisions. 

Performance Guarantees
Are you willing to provide performance guarantees related to account team responsiveness? Unum considers a strong commitment to service to be one of the most important components in achieving customer satisfaction. With that in mind, we are willing to offer We agree to provide the following performance guarantee in this category: We would be willing to discuss. 
Are you willing to provide performance guarantees related to your call center effectiveness? See above We agree to provide the following Call Center Queue Time performance guarantee: Average time in queue of 45 seconds or less.  We would be willing to discuss. 
Are you willing to provide performance guarantees related to accurate and timely leave processing? See above We agree to provide the following FML Decision Timeliness performance guarantee: We would be willing to discuss. 
Are you willing to provide performance guarantees related to accurate employee payouts? See above We agree to provide the following FML Initial Decision Accuracy performance guarantee: We would be willing to discuss. 
Please provide a sample of your performance guarantee. The sample performance guarantees we have provided are considered proprietary information. Please refer to the sample performance guarantees in the samples section of the RFP response.

 Indemnification Coverage 

Our years of leave management experience and expertise allow Unum to offer comprehensive indemnification provisions. Specifically, our Leave Management service 
agreement contains indemnification wording to protect the employer and Unum. If a judgment is made against the employer as a result of an error relating to the 
administration of a leave or worksite accommodation request solely attributable to Unum, we will fully indemnify the employer for that judgment with no financial cap.

Our Leave Management indemnification language includes that The Hartford will hold harmless and indemnify customers from claims which arise from our material breach of the service agreement, our 
intentional misconduct, negligence, or criminal misconduct. Our indemnification obligations shall not apply to the extent a claim relates to any matter for which a customer is required to indemnify us 
pursuant to the terms of the service agreement.

We find that our indemnification provision is competitive in the marketplace when compared to service agreements of other leave management service providers. 
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